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The ratio “CCS/NH3” is a good indicator of molecular cloud age. A CCS-rich cloud is 

relatively young, while a NH3-rich cloud is old[1~3]. Suzuki et al. (1992) found Carbon-chain 
producing regions (CCPRs), where carbon-chain molecules are abundant but NH3 is poor [4]. 
These regions are considered to be in younger phase of cloud evolution.  
 

In 2009, Hirota et al. observed 40 molecular clouds and found  five CCPR candidates. 
These candidates showed high “CCS/NH3” ratios, but their CCS abundances were lower than 
those of known CCPRs[5]. Molecular distributions in these clouds, which were not obtained so 
far, would provide us with key information regarding their evolution. Thus we made mapping 
observations in HC3N and CCS towards one of these CCPR candidates, L1147, to reveal 
molecular distributions and relation with associated star formation activity. 
 

We observed a CCS line ( (J,N) =(4,3)→(3,2)) and a HC3N line (J=5→4 ) by the 
Nobeyama 45m radio telescope. We found the followings: (1) CCS and HC3N are elongated 
in the NE-SW direction, (2) HC3N peak is located between two CCS peaks, and (3) the CCS 
and HC3N peaks are away from Spitzer 2040567+6723050. We also made column density 
maps by assuming that the lines are optically thin and the excitation temperatures are 5 K[4] 
(Figure 1). The column densities range in 1012~1013 cm-2 which agrees well with Hirota et al. 
(2009). It is noted that the “anti-correlation” between HC3N and CCS has been known toward 
only one source Hirota et al. (2009).  
 

In the poster we will discuss evolution of molecular clouds in their very young phase. 
 

 
Figure 1: Column density distributions of HC3N (left) and CCS (right). The star mark corresponds to 
Spitzer 2040567+6723050. The reference position (0,0) corresponds to (RA(2000), Dec(2000))=(20h 40m 
32 s, 67d 21 m 45 s). 
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